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Vertex Operators, Symmetric Functions, 
and the Spin Group r, 
NAIHUAN .IING* 
This work provides ;I vertex operator approach to the symmetric group S,, and 
its double co\ering group F,,. By gencraluing :i result of I-renkel and Sato for S,, 
we formulate II correspondence between the space I’ of cert;lin twlsted vertex 
operators. the ring n of symmetric functions o\er Q(, 3). and the space 01 
nontrivial Irreducible characters of r,,. Ilndcr this identification we sho& that a 
distinguished orthogonal basis of 17 corresponds to the set of nontrivial irreducible 
characters of f;,, where both :tre parametrized by partitions with odd integer parts. 
The counterpart of this distinguished basis in the ring .1 over G$(, 51 IS the sei of 
Schur‘s Q-functions. which are. loosely speaking. the square root< of the Schur 
functions. The nontrivIal part of the character table of r,, is shown to he giben by 
certain matrix coefficients in 1’. t IWI AC‘idCrnK I’m’. Ii,‘ 
INTROIKCTION 
Vertex operators were introduced into mathematics through the theory 
of afline Kac Moody Lie algebras. The first construction was the twisted 
vertex representation of g(2) discovered by J. Lepowsky and R. Wilson in 
[LW], which was later generalized to the afline Lie algebras of a6j? 
type in [KKLW]. Vertex operators were not christened until H. Garland 
noticed a similar structure was present in the physics literature, and finally 
the untwisted construction of vertex representations was invented by 
I. B. Frenkel and V. G. Kac [FK] as well as by G. &gal [Se] independently. 
Since then we have seen many important advances both in the theory of 
vertex operators and in its connection with other mathematical fields; for 
example, the unexpected relationship with the biggest finite sporadic simple 
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group--the Monster group (cf. [FLM]). These results establish the unique 
role of vertex operators not only in the teory of afline KacMoody algebras 
but also in the whole of mathematics. In the present work we add another 
example to its list of essential connections with classical mathematics. 
In [Sal (cf. [SS]), M. Sato studied the relationship of Schur functions 
with infinite-dimensional Grassmann manifold and the soliton equations. 
Later it was known that the solutions of a certain kind of soliton equations 
can be realized in terms of the basic representation space of some affine Lie 
algebras (cf. the survey [DJKM]). On the other hand, A. V. Zelevinsky 
[Z] found a new approach to the representations of the symmetric groups 
S,, by studying a Hopf algebraic structure on the union of Grothendieck 
groups of the representations of S,, for all /I. 
Motivated by the common phenomena of the appearance of S,,, 
I. B. Frenkel [F2] has shown that these two structures can be realized in 
the framework of vertex operators. Namely, they can be interpreted as the 
untwisted picture of the so-called boson-fermion correspondence in the 
representations of affine Lie algebras [Fl]. 
We will show that the twisted picture of the boson-fermion correspondence 
yield the spin group f,,, the double covering group of S,,. The appearance 
of /*,, in the twisted boson-fermion correspondence was conjectured by 
Frenkel. The space of the twisted vertex operator is shown to be the 
nontrivial part of the Grothendieck group of f,,, or the space of the faithful 
spin representations of S,,. Moreover, we formulate the relations between 
twisted and untwisted vertex operators and symmetric functions. Hence we 
provide complete connections between vertex operators, symmetric groups 
and spin groups, and symmetric functions. Our aim in this part is twofold: 
on the one hand, we present the exact correspondence between the three 
objects and on the other hand we seek greater insight into the structures 
of the vertex operators. 
We remark that our approach is generalized to give the HalllLittlewood 
polynomials in our recent work 1521. 
O.B. Briqj Content 
An outline of the article is as follows. 
C’rltlcisteri Picture. Let .4 = @,,@/r,,@ CC be the untwisted Heisenberg 
algebra subject to the relations 
[h,,, II,,,I = nd,, +,,7.0~, [A,,, c] = 0, n, 117 E z. (0.1 1 
The untwisted vertex operator X(z) = C,ltz+, 2 X,,: ” is a certain 
product of exponential generating operators. One doesn’t need to know the 
exact definition to understand our result. All one needs to know is 
that X(z) is an operator on the space of some vertex representation 
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V= Sym(h , , h ?, . ..)@@[Z]. where Sym(h ,, h ?, . ..) is the symmetric 
algebra generated by II ,,, where HE N, the set of natural numbers. 
Actually the components X,, of X(Z) are operators on V. The conjugate 
X*(Z) =x .I’,::” of X(Z) is also a vertex operator. X,: and X,,, can be 
shown to form a Clifford algebra, that is, 
ix,,, x,;) =(i ,,,, I. lx-,,, x,,,) = (X,T.x,;) =0. t~,tt~~z+ 112. (0.2 1 
The space V is a Hilbert space with an hermitian structure defined by 
h,; = 11 ,, 
The space V,, = Sym(h , , h ?, . ..) can be identified with the ring n of 
symmetric functions over Z by associating /I ,, as the nth degree power 
sum p,,, and using an inverse limit procedure. In this way the inner product 
on V is identified with the natural product in the ring of symmetric functions 
in which (p,,, I),,,) = ~6 ,,.,,,. The Schur functions come into the picture in a 
natural way in that they form an orthonormal basis of V,,. More precisely, 
the Schur function Sj of a partition i. = (i,, . . . . Ibi ) of tz is identified with 
X,,,X,,l ...A’.,,. 1 where ;“,= -(rr,+h-- i-t 1:‘2). 
The space V,, can also be identified with the ring R of irreducible characters 
of S,,. V,, has a basic representation on itself induced from the Heisenberg 
representation. The product in V,, will be shown to be the analogue of the 
induction procedure Inds;: I’;~,, I’@ K, which is the multiplication in the ring 
R. Thus the construction of vertex operators can be tought as the 
characteristic map in the theory of finite groups, in which the product 
X,,, X,,, 1 implies that every irreducible character or representation of S,, 
can be realized as the superposition of the pieces Ind:;;,, r 
is the identity representation of S,,,, 
x .\‘,,,, 1, where 1 
x x S,,,,. Then the character table of 
S,, is given by the matrix coefficients i/r i’, ./I ,,r, X,,, I’ X,,, 1 ) = x1(%;,). 
where xj is the irreducible character corresponding to the partition i. and 
%il is the conjugacy class associated to the partition p. 
These and (0.1 ))(0.2) reveal the relationship between untwisted boson- 
fermion correspondence and the symmetric group S,,. 
T\r~i.stcd Pi(~turc. We go on to look at the twisted picture of the vertex 
operator. Let .+7 = @ ,It 2Z + , h,, @ Cc be the twisted Heisenberg algebra 
subject to the relations 
[h,,, k,,l =; f,z+,,i.o(~> [II,, 1 (.I = 0, n,mE2nf I. (0.3) 
We consider the twisted vertex operator Y(Z) = C,,, J Y,,: -~‘I, where 
Y,, are operators on the space p of the vertex representation and 
8= Sym(h I,h 3, . ..) is the symmetric algebra generated by h ,,‘s, 
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n E 2N - 1, the positive odd integers. The components of the vertex 
operators also form a Clifford algebra, i.e., 
i y,,, 3 Y,T ) = 26 ,,,,,,. { Y,,,, Y,,) = ( r,;, Y,T ) = ( - 1 )” 26 ,),. ,I. 17, 1?2 E 2z + 1. 
(0.4) 
As in the untwisted case we define a correspondence between P and the 
ring n 11,, 2) of symmetric functions over Q(,:/z) which is generated by the 
/~,,(n E 2N - 1) as an algebra. Namely. we identify /I ,I with the rlth degree 
power sum p,(, 11 E 2FV - 1. However, the inner product on “Qt. 3, = Q($) 
(p, , p3, ps, . ..) is different from that of il in that (/I,,, II,,,) = (n/2) a,,,,,,. The
inner product in the space v is still given via II,: = h ,I, II E 2z + I, which 
implies that (/I ,,, 11 +) = (12/2) (5,,.,,,. It follows that the correspondence is 
an isometric isomorphism. Under this map, the set of the products 
Y 11, y ,iT ” Y ,~,. 1 correspond to a set of orthogonal basis of ,4o,, 5, and 
they are- exactly a kind of distingished symmetric functions Schur’s 
Q-functions, which were introduced by 1. Schur [S] and developed by 
D. E. Littlewood [L]. Loosely speaking. Schur’s Q-functions are square 
roots of the Schur functions or Pfaflians. 
Schur’s Q-functions were used to give the spin representations of S,, [S] 
or faithful representations of I‘,,, the double covering group of S,, (we shall 
fix one of them, see Section 6). After Schur’s pioneering work in 191 I, the 
projective representations of S,, and the Schur’s Q-functions were studied 
by Morris [Mol], and Littlewood [L] around the 1960s (for a survey of 
the related works before the 1970s see [MOM]). Recently they are studied 
more actively: Stembridge gave a combinatoric development to Schur’s 
Q-functions in [St] (see also [W, Seg]). Jozetiak [Jo] gave an up-to-date 
account of Schur’s theory from his superalgebra approach. Nazarov [N] 
wrote down explicitly the formulas for generators in all the irreducible 
projective representations. Following Zelivinsky’s idea, Hoffman and 
Humphreys studied projective representations of S,, in [HH]. 
We would like to present our approach of vertex operators to I‘,, and 
Schur’s Q-functions. Our approach is a more general one in the sense that 
it also applies to the Hall-Littlewood polynomials (cf. [J2]), the common 
generalization of Schur and Schur’s Q-functions. Actually our approach 
elucidates the complicated multiplication of two characters of f,,, which is 
defined in terms of Schur’s twisted tensor product. 
We define a correspondence between v and the ring R2 of the nontrivial 
irreducible characters of r,, by identifying the basic spin representation 
0 f I~-,, with Y ,,. 1. This correspondence is a projective isometric 
homomorphism, which can be considered to be an injection if we count a 
pair of associate spin representation as one representation. Schur’s product 
of two representations ,f‘ and g are realized as the product of operators up 
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to a factor 2”‘-,q’ where E: R, x R2 --f ( 1, 0 i is a 2-cocycle which detects 
whether the product of ,f‘ and g is double spin or associate spin. Let ~7,~ 
be the basic spin character of S,,. Then for a partition \I= (r, . . . . . I$~) of II 
with distinct parts Y ~, Y ,:. .. Y pi. 1 corresponds to an irreducible 
spin character consisting of superposition of the induced character 
Indi”+ ,,~““l,l,,~-.-~ir~,:, where I!> 1’ is a partition of II with distinct 
parts”and’6 is a certain analogue of the tensor product. Thus we can think 
of rl,, as an analogue of the trivial character of S,,. Finally the nontrivial 
part of the character table of f,, is given by the matrix coefficients 
(II, =/I”’ 1 lzXz’?,‘+ , , Y ,, .. Y !,). Namely. the character values are 
x,(%,) = 2”“’ ““““(II.. Y ~, ... Y \,): here %, is the conjugacy class 
associated to the partition X. 
These and (0.3)-(0.4) reveal the relation of the twisted boson-fermion 
correspondence and characters of I‘,, 
We also use the vertex operator method to compute the degrees of 
irreducible representations of S,, and I,,. Our approach is self-contained, 
we give detailed proofs for most of the assertions. 
This work is based on a part of the author’s thesis [Jl] under the 
supervision of Professor Igor Frenkel. to whom I am very grateful. I also 
thank Professors W. Feit, H. Garland, G. B. Seligman, R. L. Wilson, and 
G. Zuckerman for various comments and discussions. I acknowledge the 
hospitality of the Department of Mathematics of Princeton University. 
where the present work was finished while I was a visitor in the Fall of 
1987. 
After the work was completed and reported in the AMS Special Session 
No. 848 on infinite dimensional Lie algebras, Worceter, MA, April 15516. 
1989, we learned that Hoffman [H] also obtained some interesting results 
on Schur’s Q-functions based on Bernstein’s formula (see [Z]) for Schur 
functions. which is similar to our Proposition (1.21 ). 
1, UNTWISTED VERTEX OPERATORS 
In Sections l-3 we give the untwisted picture of the boson-fermion 
correspondence, of which most of the results were known to I. B. Frenkel 
and discussed in his lectures [F2]. 
Let X be an infinite dimensional commutative Lie algebra generated by 
h,,, n E z’\,O. the non-zero integers, i.e.. 
x = c m,,. (1.1) 
,,t Iv 0 
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The Heisenberg algebra .k is the one-dimensional central extension 
algebra of .YF given by 
where 
clT,z. h,,,l = nb,, +,,I(‘. [L., A,,] = 0. (1.2) 
.4 has a standard representation realized on the space V,, of the 
symmetric algebra generated by the /I ,,‘s, n E Z +, the positive integers, 
Explicitly, the actions are given by the following rules: 
/I,, acts as the differentiation operator n ~ 
(711 ,)’ 
11 ,I acts as the multiplication by h ,,. 
c acts as the identity operator I, 
(1.3) 
on the space 
V,) = Sym( h , , /I 2, . . ) = @ Sym(I7 !). 
,=I 
where Sym(h ,) = the symmetric algebra generated by h ,. 
It is easy to see that .R acts on V,, irreducibly. Moreover, V,, is the 
unique irreducible .$-module with (‘= I by the generalized Stone- 
van Neumann theorem (cf. [KKLW]). 
In order to introduce vertex operators we consider the group algebra of 
the integers Z. The group algebra C[Z] is an algebra over C generated by 
c “‘, II E Z. The multiplication is defined by 
e ,,I, i,lil ,~ =~,l”+lIrlll, n, 111 E L. (1.4) 
We denote 
V= V,,@C[Z] =Sym(Z )@@[Z]. (1.5) 
Let us introduce a gradation on V. Consider V as a group algebra by 
extending the base ring C to the algebra Sym(.X- ), we can define a grading 
Deg on V by 
Deg( u&“’ ) = n. u E v,, > n E h. 
Also we can define another grading deg on V by 
deg( /z”“, h”‘,? 1~“‘~~ cl”) = m , + 2m2 + + km, + 1’/2. 
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Then V has the decomposition 
where V”‘.’ = {U E VI deg u = nz, Deg II = h- ) is a finite-dimensional subspace 
of V. In particular, V,, z @ ,,,c A- V”‘.“. 
With respect to the degree deg we define the character of V by 
ch V= i dim V,,y”. 
,I = 0 
where V,,= (~16 Vldeg(r)=fI). 
By the decomposition V= @,‘-, Sym(lr ,)@@[Z] it follows that 
ch V= fi ch(Sym(lz ,,)I’ 1 f2’ 
Pi = I ,,c j 
(1.7) DWINITION. Let the vertex operator X(/r, z) be an operator from 
V to its completion V(z, ; ’ ) (where I is a variable) given by 
where the first and third factors act on V,,, while the middle term acts on 
@[Z] in the following way 
exp(ln =z,, + /z)c’” = -‘+ ’ 2c(t + ‘)‘2 
We remark that vertex operators appeared first in the physics literature. 
Out notion of vertex operators is only a special case of the so-called vertex 
operator algebra construction [FLM], which was used to give the basic 
representations of the afftne KacMoody algebras. 
Although X(z) does not act on V into itself, the homogeneous 
components are operators on V. Here the homogeneous components X,, 
are defined as 
X(z)= c x,,: ‘j. (1.8) 
,,tB+ I z 
In fact, one has the following 
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(1.9) PROPOSITION. T/w operators X,, (n E Z + l/2) tmp V into itsdf in 
the ,C’U~ thut 
x,, : vwh ~ v”’ ti.X + I, 
Proof: The first and third factors in X(r) act only on the space 
V,, = S(X ), and so the definition implies that 
Deg(Xr)l~) = Deg(r) + I, Z’E v. 
For ie Z and tn, E Z + the definition of deg implies that 
deg(h:“‘ll) = deg(r) - irk,, vr E v. 
Also. 
deg(exp(ln z?:, + Iz)r”‘) = deg(e’“) + I+ l/2. 
For each r E V with Deg( r) = I, X,,r is the sum of the elements of the 
form 
where nr, and ~JJ! are non-negative integers such that 
(JJJ I-/?I;) + 2(tJ?, - HZ;) + ... + k(tJJ, - tJ1;) = I? ~ /p 1!2. 
This completes the proof. 
We introduce a Hermitian structure on the space V, which will make it 
rigorous to derive some useful commutation relations about vertex 
operators as well as for the further study of vertex operators. 
Since I’= Vo@CIZ]. we define the Hermitian structure on the factor 
spaces separately. 
There is a unique Hermitian product ( , ) on the space Sym(.sY ) such 
that for any pair of polynomials P and Q in h’ ,,,Y, 
(h,,P, Q>= (P,h ,,Q>. i.e., Ir,T=Ir ,,. 
(I. I)= 1. 
As for the group algebra C[Z]. one simply defines 
(e ,I/, . c ““’ ) = ci ,,. ,)> , II, 111 E L. 
These together give V a Hermitian product, which can be written 
compactly as 
(PC”, Qd”“) = ( 1, P*Q) 6 ,,.,,, = const( P*Q) 6 ,,,,,,, (1.10) 
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where P, Q E Sym(2 ), and P* is the polynomial obtained from P by 
changing II,, for h )I and taking the complex conjugation. const( P*Q) is the 
constant term of P*@ 
If we let z be a complex number. and II and r be two vectors in V, then 
the inner product (u, X(:)r:) will define a holomorphic function of z. Thus 
its nth Fourier coefficient can be written as 
where C is a contour surrounding the origin. Since u and r are arbitrary 
vectors, by (1.8) it follows that the operator X,, is the unique operator of 
V such that 
Therefore we can consider X,, as the rrth Fourier component of X(z) and 
write 
(1.11) 
For the details of the contour calculus approach to the vertex operators, 
we refer to the Appendix in [FLM]. As an illustration we will use the inner 
product for the proof of (1.15) and then we will simply work with the form 
of (1.11). 
To understand the algebraic structure of the vertex operator X(z), we 
need to introduce the conjugate vertex operator as 
X(-h,z)=X*(z) 
where the middle term acts on @[.Z] via 
exp( -In $?,, - h)r” = - ’ + ’ ‘p(’ ‘Jii. s E z 
We wite the homogeneous components X,: as 
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where 
Like X(z). the vertex operator X*(z) maps V into V{z, z ’ ). Similar 
arguments also give the following. 
(1.14) PROPOSITION. X*: V"'.k --+ b,“’ + ,i, h 1 II 
The algebraic structure of the vertex operators is given in the following: 
( 1.15) PROPOSITION. The components X,, und A’,: of’ the vertex operutors 
,fhrm a Cl(f~ord algebra. More precise/>,, one has 
[ x,,,, x , )= {X,:: / x,: ;= 0, 
{ x,,, 2 x,: )= ii ,>1. ,, 3
(1.16) 
,c#lere (A, Bj=AB+BA, undrn,nEZ+l/2. 
To see this, we introduce the notion of the normal product. We define 
the normal product 
: X( 12, z ) X( & 12. u,) := exp i 11 ,, c f i /I ,, T exp(ln I?,, &In 12,?,~) 
,I= I PI = I 
.exp(hAh)exp i -II,~$T i II,,~ (1.17) 
! ,i- I I, I n ! 
(1.18) LEMMA. Fur u, L’E V and Irl > IN/, ice hue 
(3v) 2 
(4X(k:)X(fh, w=(r -,,‘)” (II, :X( h, :) X( + h, w) : 11 j. 
Proqf: Let us show one of them, say the “ ” case. The other case is 
similar. For two operators A and B such that [A, B] commutes with A and 
B, it is well-known that &‘t~ = eBe”er”~B3, Thus we have 
exp i -y/I,, 
! ,I _ 1 
) exp ( i -:A ,;j 
,I= I 
= exp (,,L, - Th ,,) exp ( t, ,,=, -$h.)cxp(,~,~(~)n) 
= exp (.,L, -T h ,!) ev ( i ,,~, -~h,,)exp(ln[l-I(.) ‘). 
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Also we have from the commutation relations of h,, 
Combining these two calculations, we have 
Proof‘ qf Proposition ( 1.15). The proof is mainly to evaluate a contour 
integral by using the residue theorem in the complex analysis. By ( 1. I I ) 
and (1.13) it follows that for U, c E V. 
where 1)~ < II/. 
Similarly, for Iw’J > jzj, 
Combining two expressions it gives that 
=(j ,,+,n.u<K C>> (1.19) 
where Ic$.‘~ > 111 > IK’/, and the integral is carried first on the region c’:,‘:C’,, 
bounded by two circles C,, and C:, Notice that in (1.19), the integrand has 
a pole at z = W! 
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A similar consideration implies that 
which is due to the fact that the integrand has no poles on the region 
c,, ‘\: c,, 
The demonstrations of the remaining relations follow an analogous 
argument. 
Next we will compute some useful operators which are used to construct 
an orthonormal basis for V. 
( 1.20) Notation. Let 
exp 
where P,, is a polynomial in h ,, 
One also needs to extend the normal product to a multiple product 
( 1.21) PROPOSITION. For n, E L + l/2 HY hlroe 
X,,, X,,, X,,, J~() = WJ’,, , + ,I ch, 
,chrre1;,,=1@e”, c,=l@ek”,andE.,= -(n,+k-if I, 
Proof We can write 
1 fl * 
XT,, x ,, . x,*, co = 
(27( J-r)” C‘i .! ! C‘, 
‘,y(z,)...x(z,),‘ll . ..= ,i!$...d;B. 
;/, 
As in the proof of Lemma ( 1.18), we have 
exp(ln r, (?,, + h) . ..exp(ln zkd,, + h) 
=(Z1...:h)‘2Z~~ ‘:I; ‘...rk ,@“exp(ln:,F,,+ +lnr,(7,,), 
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by repeatedly using the relation 
We move exp(C,:- 1 (:;(jn)lz ,,) to the left step by step and using (1.18) 
repeatedly to get 
x(~,)~~-x(~,)= n (z,-3,).(:, .‘.-b)‘~:~(_,)...X(-h):, 
I c , J , 5: h
where 
Therefore, one has 
1-J > 1-21 > “. > IZhI 
= (2n 
\,& [ n (Tr~-,)(=,r7...-k)‘2:X(- )...X(-.): -1 -!. 
” i’, 
= 8” WP -th + ,,,  , ?, +,I 
(let I.,= -(n,+k-i+ l/2), then A-i+ j= -(rz,+k+ 1/2)+j) 
=det(P,( ,+,)c”“. 
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Remurk. By Proposition (1.9) X,, (n > 0) annihilates v,], we can just 
consider the cases n, < 0, i.e., i, > 0. So we make the convention P, =0 if 
i < 0. 
A similar argument gives the following 
(1.22) PROPOSITION. 
FE J',E ccl = det(P,T + , ,I 1' h, 
~~~herr P,T are given hi, exp(x,, z , (z “/n)h,,) = C,, 2-o P,Tz ‘I, und p, = 
-(nl, ,+k-i+ l/2). 
At this point, we can give the orthogonal basis for V. First of all, we 
justify the definition of X*(z) and ,I’,: in (1.4). 
( 1.23) PROPOSITION. For n E Z + 1,!2, the hermitian conjugate of X,, is 
X,7, i.e., 
(x,,)* = x,: in V. 
Pro@ The statement is a consequence of 
(X(2)u, v) = (u, x*(5 ‘)v), 
which is straightforward. 
The following proposition gives an orthonormal basis of V. 
(1.24) PROPOSITION. V has theJbllo\r~ing orthonormul basis { v;, s ] ,r,here 
1‘8.5 :=det(P,, r+,)r,, SE z, 
and i. = (I,,, jb2, . . . . lUk), j., 3 3 i., 3 0, is u partition qf’c i,. Also, 
deg oj,, = i., + + jbA + ?/2, 
umi 
here 6;,, = 1 if‘ the two partitions are the same, and it quu1.s 0 otherwise. 
Proqj: By Proposition (1.21) it follows that 
L’ ..h = xr,,xnz.. X,rkL.o = WP,,-,+,)t:,, 
where jb, = -n, -k + i - l/2. 
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Since A’,, forms the Clifford algebra ( 1.15) the linear span of 
{A’,,, . ..Xlliug} is generated by (X,,, .‘. X,,,r,,}. where n, < trk , < ... < 
n, ~0. By (1.15) we have 
Then by induction we have 
We prove the completeness of (L.;.,, , ’ by comparing characters. Let V’ be 
the linear span of {I>~,,~,}, which is a subspace of V,,. The orthogonality of 
(c’,,~,) implies V,: is of dimension p(n), the number of partitions of n. Then 
ch I”= $, /by”= 
I 
,, = 0 
“,i , (, -f)=ch V,). 
Hence V,, = V’. Since the linear span of [zl;,,) is the tensor product 
V’@ @[Z], which implies that (I‘,,,) is an orthonormal basis of V. 
( 1.25 ) COROLLARY. V,, has the orthotmmal ha.si.s, 
WP,, ) it, hxh. 
2. THE SYMMETRIC GROUP S,, 
Let us recall some basic facts about the representations of finite groups. 
Let G be a finite group, and define the function space L>(G) by 
LJG) = (.f:G + @I (.fi g) = ICI ’ c .f’(.Y) ‘d-u)). (2.1 1 
1: tc; 
Let G act by the left regular action: 
g ‘.f’(.Y) =,f’( g ‘.v). 
Suppose H < G has a representation on a space E. This H-module can be 
used to construct an induced representation of G. 
The space of the induced representation is 
ind$E= {.f:G- El,f‘(gh)=h ‘,1’(g), /IE H. KEG}. 
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and G acts on indEE by the left regular action. One of the basic facts is the 
Frobenius reciprocity theorem which says that 
Hom,(M, indEE) 2: Hom,(reszM, E), (2.2) 
where M is a G-module and E is an H-module. 
Since G is finite, every irreducible representation is finite-dimensional. 
On the space of the finite dimensional representation E, one has the useful 
notion of character x(E), which is defined as the trace of the action. Then 
from (2.2) it follows that 
(indz xH, xc) = (xIjq res(, xc). (2.3) 
Also one has the following important facts about characters of finite 
groups over the complex field: 
Fuct 1. The number of the inequivalent classes of irreducible represen- 
tations of G = the number of the conjugacy classes of G. 
Fact 2 (Orthogonalit~~). 
where x,, I,~ are the characters of two irreducible representations of G. 
Fact 3. Two irreducible representations of G are equivalent iff their 
characters are the same. 
Now let us focus on the characters of the symmetric group S,, of 
permutations on n letters. 
(2.4) DEFINITION. Let R> be the Z-linear space spanned by the 
irreducible characters of S,,. We define 
Every permutation H‘ E S,, can be uniquely expressed as a product of 
cycles: y, p2.. pk up to conjugacy. We will denote each conjugacy class 
by a partition ;I, 3 & 3 . ; namely for each element H’ E S,, we let 
AM’) = (PI> PZ> . ..) denoting the cycle-type of M’, 
where x/(p,)=n and l(p,)31(p2)> . . . . 
There is a ring structure on R which is described in the sequel. If 
m, n E FU, S,, x S,, can be embedded in S,, +,, by making S, and S,, act on 
complementary subsets of m + n letters. Although there are lots of way to 
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do so, the resulting realization of S,,, x S,, are all conjugate. So it makes 
sense to define 
,f’ g = ind $; ;‘;-,, (.f’ x g ), ,f’~ R;;, K:E R’11. (2.5 1 
With respect to this multiplication R,y is a ring. Moreover, R, carries a 
hermitian product. 
F0r.L XER,, .f’=E.f;,, g=C g,,~ @ R;= R,, we let 
(.L xl= c (.L. SJS,, ,I ? 0 (2.6) 
Next we define an important mapping. which turns out to be helpful in 
understanding the structure of the vertex representation space V. 
(2.7) DEFINITION. For 11’ E S,,, let, 
$(w)=h ,, . ..h ,i. :=h,tz v,,, 
where p(r~) = (A,, ib2, . . . . ii; ). We define the mapping I: R, + V,, by 
where the last sum runs over all partitions of n, and n!l’:,. = the number of 
the elements in the conjugacy class associated to i. ,f; is the value of ,f’ on 
the conjugacy class associated to 2. (Note that rt’ and 1~ ’ are in the same 
conjugacy class.) 
Now we can state the relationship between the vertex operators and the 
symmetric groups in the following theorem. 
(2.8) THEOREM. The mupping I is an isometric isomorphism of R, onto 
V,, over L. 
Proof Let A g E Rs, we have 
(.fi‘Y)= c f.fk. III _ / -I 
where ,f; and g, are the character values at the conjugacy class %; 
associated to the partition ;I of n. Here we have used the fact that the 
number of the elements in 5%; is given by n!,/r, = n!/n,. , i”“m,!. 
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On the other hand, by (2.7) it follows that 
To prove the isometry, it suffices to show that 
(II,,, hi) =zj = n Pm,!, (2.9) 
,>I 
where the partition it = ( l”z12”12.. ), and WZ, is the number of the parts of i. 
which are equal to i. 
By (1.10) and (1.2) it follows that 
(h”‘J,, /p, > = (,‘,‘I, ‘, h,h”‘~,) = im, (h”‘j, ‘, I~“‘~, ’ ). 
Then the induction argument will show that (A,, h; ) = n, >, i”“m, ! 
Proof’of Isomorphism. For ,f 6 R::, R E Ry), by (2.7) it follows that 
l(.fx) = <ind~:;‘:s,,(.f x ~1.$js ,,,_,, 
= (.f x g, res$: kri,,($) >.%,,, x .5,, (Frobenius reciprocity! ) 
= (.A $ > S”, ( g, i > s,, 
=~(.f) l(R). 
To prove I is onto, one notes that V has a canonical basis consisting of 
the elements (Proposition 1.2 1 ), 
where I.,= -(n,+k- i- l/2). 
Now let v,~ be the trivial character of S,,. By (2.7) and (1.20) it follows 
that 
which implies r(q,,) = P,,. Then, 
Hence I is onto. 
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3. VERTEX OPERATORS AND THE CHARACTERS OF S,, 
Let i = (I,, iz, . ..) be a partition of II. Associated to i there is a special 
character of S,: 
q,. = ind”” s,, x s,, x (1 ). (3.1 1 
In particular, q,, = q(,,, = Identity characters. 
We consider an interesting superposition of these characters ‘I; which is 
defined as 
x,=WV,~ ,+,)lsr.,szr,~R>. (3.2) 
Notice that this character x, is possibly a virtual character of S,,. 
Recall that in the proof of Proposition (2.8), we have obtained the 
relation 
l(qll)= 1 z; ‘12, = P,,. (3.3) 
/iI -tz 
Consequently, one has 
l(x,.)=det(f’, I + ,I. (3.4) 
(3.5) THEOREM. For euch partition 2 of’ n, x,, is un irreducible charucter 
qf S,,. The charucter table cun he computed /I), 
L(%,,)= (lb), hi,) = (det(P; !+,I, A,,), 
wlhere %i, denotes the co~juguc:,~ class of S,, associated to u partition p qf‘n, 
and h,, = h lj, h ,,n E V. In particulur, one has the dimension of’ the 
irreducible character x, associated to /1 given hi 
dimXi=Xi,(l)=n! n (A-I.,-i+,j)/ fi (/1,+k-i)!. (3.6) 
‘<i ,--I 
Remark. One can compare this with pp. 60-63 of [Ma] as well as (6.51). 
Proqf: Using the orthonormal basis in the vertex representation space 
V (Proposition 1.24), it follows that 
(Xj 3 Xp> = b;.,j~. (3.7) 
By the theory of representations of finite groups, one knows that kxj,‘s 
are irreducible characters of S,,. To finish the proof, we need to show that 
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xj. (not -xi) is an irreducible character of S,. This can be done by using 
the vertex representation! By definition, one has 
Hence, 
x;(%,,)= (I(L)> h,,)> i = (i,, . . . . A,), C i, = n. 
Let n,=A,+k-i, then Ai-i+,j=n,-(k-j), SO 
1 
the above = n! det 
(n,- (k -A)! > 
n! I 
det 
n,. 
n,! . ..n.! (n, - (k -.i))! 
n! 
1 
n,!.-.n,! 
det[n,(n,- l)...(n,-k+j+ l)]. 
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Let Qh ,(n,) be n,(n,- l)... (n, - k + .j + I ), a polynomial of degree k - j 
in n,. Then the ,jth column of the determinant is 
(Q, ,(t7,)> . . ..Q, ,(nk)) 
= (r7! ‘, . . . . I72 ‘) + linear combinations of previous columns. 
So we have 
the above = 
I7 ! 
n,!...n,! 
det(nf ‘) 
z.z 
t7,! II!..,! rI (‘7J--n,) I c. , 
=n! n (i,-A,-i+j); n (;~,+k&i)!>O, 
f’ / ,-I 
which completes the proof of Theorem (3.5). 
This vertex operator technique also allows us to compute characters of 
other conjugacy classes in a straightforward way. 
4. TWISTED VERTEX OPERATORS 
In Sections 4-6 we are going to develop the twisted picture of the 
boson-fermion correspondence. It gives the Schur’s Q-functions and the 
projective representations of symmetric groups. Thus we are able to treat 
both S,, and I-,, simultaneously under the vertex operator formulism. 
Let .G? be the infinite dimensional Heisrnherg algebra generated by h,,, 
n E 2Z + 1 := H,, ,, i.e., 
.2 = c Ch,,@@c (4.1 1 
,ztl,,, 
subject to the relations 
L/7,,, h ,,,I =; S ,,.,,, c’ (4.2 1 
where C’ is the center element. We still use the same notation for the 
Heisrnhrrg algebra. This should not have any confusion, since it is clear 
from the context. 
The canonical realization of 2 is given on space P of symmetric 
polynomials in h ,,’ s, n ~0, ~cL,,,. Namely, .$ acts on 8= Sym(2 ), 
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.G? is the subalgebra of .g generated by h ,I, n E L,, ,, by the following 
rules: 
h,, = differentiation operator 4 a/?,, ,,, 
17 = ,1 multiplication operator 17 ,,, p7 E z ,: )' 
c = identity operator. 
It is easy to see that .$ acts irreducibly on p, and this is the unique 
irreducible $-module, where c acts by the identity. 
The Fock space is defined as 
P= Sym(.?F )= @ Sym(/7 ,,), 
,rcz,,, 
where Sym(l7 ,,) is the symmetric algebra of polynomials in 17 ,z. 
One defines the twisted vertex operator as follows. 
(4.3) DEFINITION. On the space p, we define the twisted vertex 
operator Y(z) (z is a variable) via 
Y(z) = exp ( i Fh ,,)exp( i -y/7,,). (4.4) 
I, = I ,1 = I 
,rt’d,,, ,,E f(l) 
As before Y: 8+ P(z, c ’ } (the completion of 8). The homogeneous 
components are given by 
1 
y,, = 27c y/-1 c 
(, Y(z),“-- ’ Liz. 
where C is a contour containing the origin. 
On the vertex space v, we introduce a gradation deg as 
deg h’ ,, = in for ieZ,nE2Z+ 1. 
(4.5 ) 
(4.6) 
Set 
V,, := (VE Vldeg tl=n}. 
Then 
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Thus the character has the form 
ch I/= n (l-q”) ‘= ,:() (dim 1 v,, 1 q” 
,I odd 2 I > 
Let us define the normal product 
(4.8) LEMMA. Y(z,) Y(z2)=: Y(:,) Y(z2): ((2, -zr)/(z, +z2)). 
Proof: Using 6’~~ = ehe”r rO.hl if [u h] commutes with u and h, one has , 
Notice that 
from which it follows that 
Y(z,) Y(:,) =: Y(L,) Y(z2): -I 
z, +:z 
Like the untwisted case, we introduce the conjugate vertex operator to 
analyze the structure of the components. 
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Moreover, we define the normal product of a multiple product by 
: Y(I,) Y(I,)“. Y(r,): 
.exp 
i 
1 -2$h+,,+ ... + C -2$h,,). (4.10) 
0 < ti EL,, ) OctrFB(,, 
Then we have the following generalization: 
(4.11) LEMMA. For /:,I > Iz,I, i< j, one hers 
Y(:,) Y(z2)"'Y(_7k)=:Y(z,) Y(:,)... Y(z,): n 5. 
I<:lc,st-~ -1 
We introduce a Hermitian structure on P by requiring that /r,T = h ,,. 
More precisely, for any pair elements P and Q of v we put 
(h,,R Q> = (P, h ,,Q>> 
and (4.12) 
(zP, Q) = (P, rQ). 
Then it follows that 
<P, Q> = (1, P*Q> =const(P*Q), (4.13) 
where P* is the image of P under the conjugate A,T = h ,, and complex 
conjugation (cf. ( 1.10)). 
In particular, we have 
(11 ,,> h ,,> =;, nE2Z’l. (4.14) 
(4.15) PROPOSITION (cf. [F I ] ). The components of the twisted vertex 
operator generate a Clifford algebra Namely, 
i y,,, 3 y,, ) = { y,* > y,: } = ( ~ 1)” =,,,, ,I 
1 y,,,, y: 1 = 26,,,.,,. 
Proof: The argument is similar as in the untwisted case. Let us prove 
the second case, for any U, v E V, 
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1 
= (271,‘_1)2 ! ‘. (:Y(z) Y*(z):u,c);” ” ‘q+2(u,,:)h ,,,,,,. C‘. 
Also 
(~Y,,Z~ Y,,lU?L‘) 
= ( ( y,,, y,, + y,, y,,, 1 u, 1, >
zz 2~ ~,~i~(:Y(;)Y(-~):u.I)~‘“+” ’ -2- ,dz 
\ ‘( (- 1)” 
( - 1 )” 2 ” 
2n v’y i 
( : Y(z) Y( -z): u, u) z”’ + ” ’ dz 
c- 
(-1)” * 
=-+;(u,+?"+" 'dz 
71 t:’ 
= ( - 1 )" 26,,,, ,r(z4, L' ). 
Using similar considerations, we see that the above construction of the 
vertex operator can be achieved from another aspect by using the represen- 
tation of the Clifford algebra, which is the so-called Fermionic construction 
of the vertex representation (cf. [Fl, FF] ). For example, one has the 
following result which gives a Fock representution for the Clifford algebra. 
(4.16) LEMMA. In the representation spuce v, one bus thut 
Y,,. 1 = 0, n > 0, 
Y,T.l =o, n < 0. 
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Proqf. By (4.5) it follows that 
Similarly, one can prove the second relation. 
(4.17) PROPOSITION. (Y,,)* = Y,:. 
ProoJ This is a consequence of 
(Y(Z)& c) = (u, Y*(c’)v) 
which can be easily checked by (4.4) and (4.9). 
(4.18) COROLLARY. 
( yw, 13 y,, 1 > = 26,,,, II3
( y,,, Y,,? ” y,,,. 1, y,,,, ” y,,,,. 1 > = 2“ 6,,,,,,> 
where n, > ... >n,, m, > ... >tn,. 
Proof. 
(Y,.L Y,,.l>=(l, y,l:y,,.l>=(l,(iy,,> Y,*l-Y,,Y~)1) 
= (1, 26,.,,) = 26,,,,. 
The genera1 case is handled by a straightforward induction as in the 
untwisted case. 
(4.19) PROPOSITION. For n, m E Z, one has 
y,, : V"' + V"' 'j. 
y,; : y,,f ~ V"' + )I, 
Proc?f: The proof is similar to that of (1.9) which is omitted. 
Remark. As a consequence, (4.19) yields another proof of (4.16). 
Let Q, be the polynomials in h ~,1 defined by the expression 
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Let h = h”’ , h”’ 2 3 . ..) a=(I”‘3”‘.. ). Then we have 
Q,*= 1 2”‘+“‘+ h”’ jlx, _. 
,Il l”‘r,! 31Jx1! . 3 3 
=,z,Fhz, 
? ‘1 
(4.2 I ) 
where the sum is taken over all partitions of n into odd integers, i.e., 
n=r,+3a,+k!,+ “‘. [C(,r~j,...]=(l~‘33’...)tn, 
and 
z3! = n I”‘cc, !3”‘a,! “‘. (4.22) 
(4.23) PROPOSITION. Considering Q,l us un element in p, bye huue 
Proqf: 
Y ,I. 1 = Q,,> nEZ+, on V. 
Remurk. (1) By (4.6) it follows that deg Q,, = II, n E Z + 
(2) We make he convention: Q,, = 0 for n < 0. 
Then we proceed to study the following important vector in V: 
y,,, Y/i? Y/l, 1 
where the integral is taken repeatedly on the circles around ~7, = 0, 
11’2 = 0, . ..) and VV~ = 0. It should be noticed that in the second equality the 
domain of integration is ) M‘, / > 1 M‘~ 1 > . > 1 brk / Therefore if we integrate 
in the order u’~, M’~ , , .,., N’~, M’, , we only consider the singular points at 
)qk = 0 and so on. 
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Then 
where 1 H’, 1 > 1 H.~I > > 1 N‘~ I > 0. 
Let us look at the special case when li = 2. 
Therefore 
Y I,, Y- “2’ 1 = Q,,, Q,,> - 2Q,,, + , Q ,z: , 
+ 2Q>t, + z Q,z, ;1 - + ( - 1 )“’ 2Q,z, + ,I:. (4.25) 
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Let us go back to the general situation. We shall derive an iterated 
formula for the vectors Y,,, Y,,, ... Y,,,. 1. 
First we recall that the Pfaffian of an alternating matrix is the square 
root of its determinant; i.e., if LI = (o,,)~ Xi (k is an even integer) is an 
alternating matrix, then 
(l’fb)’ = det N. 
Like the determinant, Pfaflian has the decomposition 
Pfu-u,,Pf‘(u;?)--,li9f’(u;3)+ “’ +u,kPf(a;,), 
where CT:,= the submatrix of N by deleting the ith and jth rows and 
columns. 
It is easy to check that when k is an even integer. 
(4.26) 
where ((IV, - rtl,)/( H’, + M’,)~ xh is an alternating matrix of rank k. 
Let us denote the left-hand side of (4.26) by J’f’(rzl,, I+‘~, .. . . 14’~) for an 
arbitrary integer k. By the direct computation it follows that for an odd 
integer k, 
fy(lY,) 11’2, .. . . Wk) = ff(lV>, M’3, . ..) lcn) - fy(w,, 11’3, ...) Wk) 
+ + Ff’( )I‘, , 11’2, . ..) It’k , ). (4.27) 
Because of (4.26) and (4.27) we shall simply say the l’fgffiun Pf(M,, , 
H’ 2, “‘> HI,,) whenever k is an even or odd integer. 
Notice the fact that Pfaflian is an analogue of a determinant, we can 
prove an analogue result of (1.21) in the following 
(4.28) THEOREM. Let (n,, n2, . . . . nL)e (B’)‘. Then ~vr have the recursiw 
relations 
Y 11, y ,I? y ,,A 1 
= Qn,( Y ,r> . Y ,,A. 1) - Q,,,( Y ,,, Y ,,I Y ,ri. 1) 
+ ... +Q,,,(Y ,),..‘I’ ,,I ,.I). .for k odd; 
Y ,I, y ,1: y ,li. 1
= (Y ,I, y ,I?. 1N y ,I> ‘.. y ,,i’l 1
-(Y ,,, y I?, 1 )( y ,q y ,f4 . y 111 1 1 
+ .‘. +(Y ,I, y q 1 )( y ,I2 y ,,i , . 1 1, ,fbr k even; 
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and 
Y ,I, Y n,. 1= Q,,,Q,,, - ZQ,,, + 1 Q,z, 1 
+ 2Q,,, t z Q,,, z + . + ( - 1 I”, 2Q,,, + ,I,, 
which is zero lf n,=n, (c$ (4.15)). 
From (4.28) it follows that when k is an even integer we have 
Y Y-,,;.. -)I, _ y ,,A 1 = Pf ( y ,l, y ,i,’ 1 1 
which is the analogue of ( 1.2 I ). 
Proof: We need a notation. For integers p, , . . . . pi, let 
(4.29) 
where the integral is taken on 
We already have 
Y ,I, y ,I? y ,Ii 1 
1 
i 
= (271 J-r,” ,?I =o p, + 
’ . ,t’Jy 1 h Jz dw, dw2 dlt~, I 
circles around the origins ~1, = 0, . . . . 1~~ = 0. 
Z 
=c c Q,,,Q,,z...Q,,,B(~,-n,,~L?--nZ,...,l(k--k), 
m=o /I,+ + ,li I 01 
But for an odd integer k, 
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Then 
c c Q,,, Q z, Q ,, .Q,,, ,,i = 0 I’, + ,‘l , + ,‘A = 11, II: 
xB(p-n,,p-n3 . . . . . p-u/,)+ ... 
= Q,,, ( Y ,z: Y ,,I Y ,,i. 1 ) - Qu,( k. ,,, Y ,z, Y ,rr. 1 1 
+ . . + Q,,, ( Y 11, Y ,,A , 1 1. 
Also when k is an even integer, using the same method we have 
y ,I, y ,,! “’ y ,‘r’l 
=(Y _ ,,, y ,I’. 1 )( y ,I, I’ “1 1. II,!’ 1 1 
- ( Y ,I, Y ,I,’ 1 I( y I,) y ,‘I k’ 111.1 ) 
+ .” +(Y )i, Y ,,k. 1 I( y ,i2 y ,I1 . y “I ,’ 1 1. 
(4.30) THEOREM. Thp wrtrs npcwtor .spucr I/ hm the orthogoncrl basis 
r,= Y ,Y ;...Y ,.r.I, i, > i2 > t > ih > 0, 
tlntl 
(I>;, r,) =2h. 
Proof: It is easy to see [z!~.) is linear independent. Let V’ be the span 
of uj,‘s, where I. is the partition of n into distinct integers. Then 
ch V’= fy # (partitions of n into distinct integers) y” 
,I = 0 
= n (1 +y”’ ‘) ’ =ch V. 
II 2 0 
Hence V= V’. 
The orthogonality was proved earlier. 
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We remark that in the proof of (4.30) we have used a combinatorial 
identity which is equivalent to Euler’s Theorem; i.e., the number of partitions 
of II into distinct parts is equal to the number of partitions of n into odd 
parts, which is well known. 
We shall see that this distinguished orthogonal basis iv;}, considered as 
polynomials in h , , h 3, h s, . . . . are the symmetric polynomials which were 
first studied by Schur in [S]. We will refer them as Schur’s Q-po1womiul.s. 
Theorem (4.28) and (4.29) assert that the Schur’s Q-polynomials are in 
some sense the square root of the Schur polynomials, or Pfaffians. 
Using the algebraic structure of the operators Y ,I (cf. (4.15)), we can 
prove the following: 
(4.3 1 ) PROPOSITION. For CT E S, , one has 
y f7(/.,i Ymn(;.z)...Y rr,,i,.l=(-l)‘K’“‘Y j,Y j,z”‘Y ;i.l. 
or 
5. SYMMETRIC FUKTIONS AND TWISTED VERTEX OPERATORS 
Let il,, = Z[.v,, .y2, . . . . s,,]‘” be the ring of symmetric polynomials. The 
imbedding of il,, into A,, + , has the naturality property. Let deg be the 
degree of polynomials, and nt be the subring of polynomials of degree k 
of A,,. For HEN. j/i:)/;,” is a system of the inverse limit given by the 
mapping A~,+,,~ilf;, m,neZ+ (the non-negative integers). 
Let A” be the inverse limit of the system { Aii,,,Z,,. Then we consider the 
ring 
A=@ A’ 
h ?O 
(5.1) 
which is called the ring of q~mmetric ,finctions. A symmetric functions 
f’ of degree k can be expressed by the restricted symmetric polynomial 
.I’(-~ , ,. . . . x,,) E At in X, , . . . . x,, 
By a partition i we mean a sequence 3. = (j., i.?, . . . . i.,,) of non-negative 
integers in decreasing order i., 3 jkz 3 ... > E,,,, where the non-zero 3., are 
called the parts of i.. Two partitions are the same if and only if they are 
different only by a string of zeros at the end. The itvight of ,I is defined as 
1j.l =i, +i+ ... +i,,, in the case we say that i is partition of 13.1 EL +. 
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The number ofparts of E, is called the length of j, and denoted by I(jb). We 
also use a notation which indicates the number of times each integer occurs 
as a part: 
which means that exactly m, of the parts of E. are equal to i. For example, 
(1’) means (1, 1, . . . . I), r times 1. Sometimes we use [m,, m,, . . . . m,] to 
denote the partition ( 1”” 2”‘: . r”“). 
The simplest Z-basis of n consists of the monomial functions parametrized 
by partitions. Let /1= (ib,, .. . . j.,) be a partition of length k 6 n. The 
monomial symmetric polynomial 
m,(.u, , . . . . s,,) = c xy ” .l-pl (5.2) 
0 t s,, 
is an element of A;. m,, can also be considered as an element of A;,1 if 
m 3 ?I, which means that m, is actually a symmetric function of degree k. 
Other examples of symmetric functions are formed in terms of monqmial 
functions. For a partition L = (i , , AZ, . . . . I.,,) the elementary symmetric 
.function e, is defined as e,,e,, .P~,, where e, = nz,,,), r E Z+. The complete 
symmetric ,function (‘j is expressed as c,,~ c,., . c,,,, where cI = XI;, = I tn;,, 
r E Z +. The power sum p; = pi, pi,?. p,,,, where pr = m,,,. These classes of 
symmetric functions are also the Q-basis of A. Actually the formal two 
classes are Z-bases of /i. 
The celebrated L-basis of A is the set of the Schur ,fimctlons. For a 
partition E, of length <n, the Schur function .s,, is defined by 
where c ,=O for a non-zero positive integer r. 
n becomes a Hilbert space under the hermitian form given by 
(P,, P,i) =(5%,1-z. (5.4) 
where zr is given by (2.9). It is known (cf. [Ma]) that under this form the 
bases {cj.} and {m,} are dual to each other. 
We can identify the space il with the untwisted vertex representation 
space V0 via p,, + h ~,i, n E L + \{O). In fact, Sections 2 and 3 give the 
following 
(5.5) THEOREM. A is isomorphical!l> isometric to the space V,. Under the 
above ident(fication, the Schur function .si corresponds to the vector 
x--,,,x n2.“X-,riL. k, wlhere j,,= -(-n,+k-i-t l/2). 
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This theorem can be tought as another way to present (2.8). 
Let us focus on the subring A, of A generated by power sums of odd 
degree, i.e., pl, p3, p5, . . . . Then the set (p?Icc=(l”‘3”‘5”‘...)} forms a 
C&basis for the ring A,. The ring A, was probably first considered by 
Schur in [S]. 
Let r= [a,, x3, x5, ] and [j= [/I,, /j3, fis, . ..] be two partitions with 
parts of odd integers. We introduce a hermitian form on .4, by 
(5.6) 
where I(N)= the length of X. 
There is an analogue of the Schur function in the ring Ad, which was 
introduced by I. Schur in the work [IS] and later developed by D. E. 
Littlewood [L]. This symmetric function is called Schuv’s Q-funcrion, 
which is parametrized by partitions with distinct parts. They form an 
orthogonal basis in A,. 
Schur’s Q-function was originally defined combinatorically in terms of 
generating functions. We use the twisted vertex operator to obtain these 
Schur’s Q-functions. The recursive relations for Schur’s Q-function follow 
immediately. 
(5.7) DEFINITION. Let the characteristic mapping ch: 8+ AIL be a 
Q(d)-linear mapping given by 
where ~=(1”‘3”~...(2n+ l)“2n+“)= [a,, x3, . . . . rZ,,+,] is an arbitrary 
partition with the parts of odd integers. 
It is easy to see that ch is a 1 - 1 mapping from v onto A,. For a 
positive integer n we denote ch( Y ,l. 1) by qn, which is a symmetric 
function. 
q,? can be expressed in terms of a generating function. In fact, we have 
(5.8) PROPOSITION. The symmetric function q,! = ch( Y ~“, 1) is gicen hi 
the equation for q,l(x,, x2, . . . . s,) 
(1 +x,s)(l +x,s)...(l +x,s) X 
(1 -X,S)(l -xzs)...(l -\.,s)=,I;,,q/“3 
r> 1. 
Proof. Let us fix x,, x2, , x,. So symmetric functions are considered as 
symmetric polynomials in x,, .vZ, . . . . x,. Then 
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Passing to the limit Y -+ X, we know that the equation 15.8) defines the 
symmetric function y,, in A Qo. 
Because of (5.8) we will denote ch( Y ,,, Y ,i~ ‘. Y ~,i. 1 ) by Qt,r,.,i,. , (i ,~
We use the same symbol to express Y ,i. 1 and ch( Y ,,. I), which is 
reasonable due to the following: 
and 
Q,;i./‘i = Qt,Q,.:-32,s+~Qi2 ,+ .” +(--lYz2Q,.,+,, 
Final]\ 
Qtj, , .,r.,,i I. ,‘A) = --QII,.. ,; .,,I. I?. ..I,’ 
Proof: The isometry and isomorphism of ch follows from the Definitions 
(5.7) and (4.14). The relations follow from Theorem (4.28). Once having 
the relations and f5.7), we immediately know that Qi,,, ,;&, is the Schur’s 
Q-function (cf. [L, Mel, Sj). 
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This identification theorem will give us all the properties of Schur’s 
Q-functions. For example, our vertex operator method gives immediately 
the following orthogonality. 
To conclude this section, we start from our vertex space presentation of 
Schur’s Q-function to derive its concrete formula. First we have 
(5.11 ) The symmetric function Y,~ is given by 
where u, = n l~,~r.,zi(.~,-.X,)/(.~,+.~,j, ldi6r. 
In fact, from (5.8) and using partial fractions it follows that 
i: q,,.f = 1 + 2 i: 
9,s =,+2i i$y (5.12j 
II = 0 #=, u,(l -.x-,sj II-, 1=, f 
which implies that 
4,, = 2 i :‘I for n31 
,=I 1 
From (5.8) letting s= -l/.~,, we have 
rI 
r 1 +.u,(-l;x’)=o, 
,=, 1 -x,(-l/xi) 
Combining with (5.12) one has the identity 
,i, u,(.~~-~,Y,j= l. (5.13) 
From this we can derive the compact formula for Q,V,, ,,i,. In fact, by 
(5.9) and (5.10) we have 
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Then by induction and (5.9) we have 
which is the definition of Schur’s Q-function in the combinatorics literature 
(e.g., CS, MaI). 
6. TWISTED VERTEX OPERATORS AND THE SPIN GROUP /‘,, 
Let G be a finite group. The spin group C? is a double covering group 
of G, i.e., 
1 +L/2Z&+G-, 1. (6.1) 
Embed G into the group of orthogonal matrices, then the spin represen- 
tation produces a double covering group of G. Generally speaking, there 
are two double covering groups, say c and (?I. of G. We say a conjugacy 
class of G is cwn (odd) provided that the determinant of the corresponding 
matrix is positive (negative). There is a trivial correspondence between the 
representations of c and c?‘: if a character of C? is known, then the corre- 
sponding character of c?’ is the same as that of G except that its values at 
negative classes are multiplied by i= ,,/-I. In this work we are only 
interested in one of them, say c?. 
An element x of G is of’t~pp I if the preimage .? is conjugate to -.i7 in 
c?, otherwise .Y is ?f‘tJp II. The conjugacy class of .Y will be called a class 
of type I or II correspondingly. Sometimes we also say the conjugacy 
classes of e are of type I or II if their images are of tpe I or II. A represen- 
tation 7-r of G is type I if n(K) = n( -2) for each gE G. 7c is of type II if 
rr( 2) = --71( ~ d) for g E G. It is clear that every representation of type I of 
2; is actually a representation of G and vice versa. The values of the 
representation of type II for C? vanish on the conjugacy classes of type I. 
We define the spin representation of G to be the representation of G 
which is of type II. Sometimes, we also say it is a spin representation of C?. 
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Let rt be a representation of c?. The associated representation 7~’ is defined 
by 
n’(g) = ( - 1 )se”(y) 7c( g), (6.2 1 
where sgn( g) = 0 or 1 according to g positive or negative. 
If TC is equivalent to rc’ (assuming rr type II), then we say 71 is a clouhl~~ 
spin representation of G. Otherwise, 71 and rt’ are the associated spin 
representations of G. 
Obviously, as inequivalent classes of the spin representations of G, 
double spin representations appear singly, while associate spin representa- 
tions appear in pairs. 
We remark that double spin representation vanish on negative conjugacy 
classes of type II. 
Let us look at the number of spin representations of G. 
(6.3) PROPOSITION. The number of’ corzjugacy classes of’ t?‘pe II in G is 
equal to the nuber of inequivalent irreducible spin representations of G (i.e., 
the second class representations of’ G). 
Pro@Y Let k(G) be the number conjugacy classes of a group G, and 
k,(G) and k,(G) be the number of type I or type II conjugacy classes of G, 
respectively. By the theory of finite groups it follows that 
k ,(G) + 2k,( G) = k(c) = the number of representations of G. 
On he other hand, we have 
k,(G) + k,(G) = k(G) = the number of representations of G. 
Using the fact that the first type representations of i? are actually 
representations of G, we obtain that 
k?(G) = k(G) - k(G) = the number of the spin representations of G, 
which completes the proof. 
Now let us focus on the interesting case G = S,,. We use f,, to denote its 
double covering group. Let A,, be the alternating group of n letters, then 
A:, is an invariant subgroup of r,,, i.e., 
1 - 2/2z - I-,, - s,, - 1 
I I I 
1 - Z/212 - A,, - A,, - 1. 
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Schur proved the following basic properties: 
Fuct 1 [S]. An even permutation is type I if its cycle decomposiion 
contains at least a factor of even order. and type II if all cycles of it are of 
odd orders. An odd permutation is type I if it has common cycles. and 
type II,if all order of its cycles are distinct. 
As for the conjugacy classes of A,,, we know hat each even permutation 
of type II in S,, is still a second type permutation with respect to ii,,. But 
the even permutation of type I in S,, may not be type I in A,,. Actually 
Schur proved the following property. 
Fuct 2 [S]. An even permutation of type I in S,, is type II in A,, if and 
only if all order of its cycles are distinct. Therefore, the number of second 
type conjugacy classes of il,, is equal to the sum of numbers of partitions 
of II into odd integers and even partitions of II into distinct integers. 
By (6.3) we know hat the number of spin representations of S,, is equal 
to the number of even partitions of II into odd integer parts plus the 
number of odd partitions of II into distinct parts, where the mw (ok/) 
purtition means the associated permutation is even (odd). However. there 
is a better description of the number of spin representations of S,,. 
Proof: Let r and s be the numbers of double spin representations of S,, 
and pairs of associate spin representations of S,,, respectively. Let LI be the 
number of even partitions of n into distinct parts. and h the number of odd 
partitions of n into distinct parts. Then by the Euler’s theorem LI + h is the 
number of partitions of II into odd integer parts. By (6.3) and the above 
fact it follows that 
On the other hand,for an irreducible representation TI of I‘,, the 
irreducible decomposition of 711 ,r, is written as 
j-l,;, = 
i 
~10712, if 71 is a doble spin 
71, if 71 is an associate spin 
which implies that there are .r + 2r inequivalent sin representations of AT>, 
Then by Fact 2 it follows that 
.s+2r=k,(A,,)=2u+h 
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Therefore I’ = u and s = h, which completes the proof of (6.4). 
Rem&. It is easy to see that the associated characters of S,, have the 
same values at the type II even conjugacy classes. Moreover, their values 
on the type II odd permutations are not an essential part of the character 
table (because there is only one non-zero value), which we will see in the 
sequel (cf. (6.15) (6.52)). 
Based on these observations we may consider the associated spin 
characters as one character (at least when we focus on type II even 
permutations); then the number of spin characters of S,, is equal to the 
number of partitions into odd integers. which is the same as that of type II 
even conjugacy classes of S,,. 
Now let us recall the presentation of I’,,, which is the one of the two spin 
grous we fix in this work. and the basic spin representation of S,,. 
Note that I-,, is defined as the subgroup of the spin group S%(H), in which 
the symmetric subgroup S,, is imbedded. Roughly speaking, the basic spin 
representation is the natural spin representation of I‘,, 6 S%(n) on the 
Clifford algebra @C ‘!‘I ‘I. So the basic representation of r,, also provides 
the definition of I’,,. 
Let A = (ll,,L xII E SO(n) be the representation matrix of S,, on SO(n). Let 
cx (II = 2k) be the standard Clifford algebra associated with the form 
.~f + .I’ + ss,, i.e., an algebra generated by the elements P,, . . . . cZA subject 
to the condition 
f 1 I( :3 C’, II = 2s,,, i, ,; = 1 ) 2. . . . . 2k. 
Then we have an automorphism of Cl!, obtained via 
By the Skolem theorem it is an inner automorphism conjugated by p(A). 
Then 
A H P(A ) E Aut( CZh) 
is the so-called spin representution of SO(n). Its restriction to S,, will be the 
basic spin representation of S,,. 
Now let us follow the concrete method of [Mot] to define f,,. 
The symmetric group S,, is generated by n ~ 1 transpositions: (1, 2) 
(2. 3) . . . . (n- 1, n), and S,, is embedded in O(n) via (r, r+ 1) -+ N,= (n,,), 
the permutation matrix associated to (r, r + 1). 
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Let go, g,, cr2, and (TV be the Pauli spin matrices, i.e., 
which generate the Clifford algebra MutZ(C) = C2, i.e., [c,, G, )- = 2b;,,, 1 d i, 
.j< 3. 
First we assume n = 2~. Consider the Clifford algebra 
We define the following matrices of degree 2’ : 
where 0, and oz are the kth factors in the products, respectively. 
It then follows that 
M,M,+M,M,=O, M” = I, i, ,; = 1 ) ._., 2v. (6.8) 
r The spin representation matrix of (Y, r + I), by definition, is a matrix A 
such that 
M/l, = A,M, 
(6.6) 
(6.7) 
M r+ ,Ar=ArMr (6.9) 
M,A,.=A,.M, + ,, 
where .j = 1, 2, . . . . r - 1, r + 2, . . . . II. 
Notice that {M, , . . . . M,, ) IS a set of generators of Cl,, within Mat,,. This 
is different from the definition of C’,, by starting on C2’, which explains the 
isomorphism 
Mut,,(@) z Mut,(@)@ ... @MatI ZY C,@ ... 0 Cl z C,,.. 
If n = 2v + 1, we add the matrix 
M 2,,+, =cJ3x(Tjx .‘. x03 (6.10) 
to the algebra C2,. Then the definition of the spin representation is the 
same as the n = 2~ case. 
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It is easy to see that A, has the form 
A = 
i 
h,[~,O “. OooO(fl, +~z)O~,O ‘.’ @~,I> r=2pt 1 
I 
where (a, + 02) is the vth factor in the first case, and go x oZ + cr, x cr3 is the 
rth and (r + 1)st factor in the second case. 
The constant h, is determined from (6.9) 
Therefore we have 
h, = ( ~ 1 )‘” ” l/& (6.12) 
(6.13 ) PROPOSITION. The mutrices {A,} generute the double covering 
group of S,,, and give the basic spin representation r,, qf’r,,. The?) sutisjj 
A;=(-1)” ‘, Ad, = -A.,A,, (A,A,+,)7=(-1)” ‘, s#r+l. 
The first spin group is defined as the group generated by T,. = ( - 1)” ’ A,, 
r= 1 (mod2) and T =(-l)“+‘)” A,, r=O (mod2). 
The second spin group is defined as 
Tj = Vsi/-l T,. 
the group generated by 
To summarize, we have the presentation of I-,,; i.e., f,, is a finite group 
of order 2n ! generated by T,, 1 < i < n - 1, and the relations 
T;= -1, T,T., = -T,T,, (T,T,+,)j= -1. (6.14) 
With this definition of f,,, it is clear that the homomorphism f,, + S,, 
is given by T, -+ (T, = (i, i + 1 ), 1 6 i d n - 1. Then for each conjugacy class 
jb = (A,, . . . . A,) we associate an element of f,, 
T;.=T,..‘Tj.,~IT,,+,..‘Tj.,,;z l...T;.,+ -+i-,+I” T/, + iii I 
which is thought of as the representative of the conjugacy class in I-,,. Of 
course the associated conjugacy class of r, is represented by - Tj.. When 
we talk about character values on the conjugacy classes of r, in the sequel, 
we mean the value of the character on Tj,. Once we know the character 
value of the class of T; the character value of the class of -T, is the 
negative of the counterpart. 
The character of the basic spin representation is given by the following: 
(6.15) PROPOSITION. The basic spin churucter y,, at the even class 
(12131>515,.,) ofr, is 2'"(") I r.);Z, brhere I: = 0 or 1 uccording us n is odd 
or even, and a(a) = (r, + z3 + ._ Furthermore, the value at the cluss (n), 
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For a proof, we referto [S] or [ Mol 1. 
Now we are ready to discuss all the spin representations of S,,. 
Let R; be the h-module generated by irreducible spin characters of S,,. 
i.e., the second kind irreducible characters of I’,,. Let the analogue of R in 
(2.4) be a Z-module 
R,= @ R;, (6.16) 
,i , 0 
where we agree that I’,, = ( I $. Ry = Z. 
We proceed to define a ring structure on Rz, which is the analogue of 
ind$:;‘;,,(,f’x g) in the case of symmetric group case. In order to do this, we 
have to look at the double spin representations and associate spin 
representations more closely. Let us work with the language of I-,,-modules. 
Let V be an irreducible double spin r,,-module, then there exists an 
intertwining operator H: V+ V such that 
(6.17) 
is commutative, i.e., 
HgH ’ zz (~ l)“iK. vg E I.,, . 
where the equation is in End(V), and we have defined Igl = 1 for 
g E T,,:Al, ; /g/ = 0 otherwise. 
It is easy to see that one may choose H = ( Lr 1.,,). Then the matrices of 
elements of r,, have the form 
Let V be an irreducible double spin module for I‘,,, then 
v4;, = v, + v,, (6.18) 
where V,, i = I, 2 are irreducible A?; -modules. We define the complement 
character of u E ATz to be 
&u)= *(trr,(u)-tr,Z(u)), 
which can be used to recover the irreducible components of A,,-module V. 
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It should be noticed that 
6(u) = tr(Ha) 
in our above remark about double spin r,,-module V. Also notice that 
tr( Hc) = 0 for C$ A:. 
From now on we say a spin r,,-module V is a double spin module if 
there exists an intertwining operator H: V+ V such that (6.17))(6.18) 
holds. 
Using this definition, we can talk about the complement of (not only 
irreducible) double spin character, taking into account the specific choices 
of each irreducible component, i.e., 
i 
?H, 
H= 
?H, 
31 H, 
i3 6(u) = tr(uH). 
In the symmetric groups case, we have a natural embedding 
s,,, x s,, 4 St?, + ,! In I;, instead of direct product S,,, x S,,, one has the 
central product r,,,r,,, which is the inverse image of S,,, x S,,. It is easy to 
see that r,,r,, < r,,, + ,), i.e., 
r,,, r , - r,,, + I 
I I 
s,,, x St, - s,,, tII 
(6.19) 
This embedding and the subgroup r,,r,, are determined by the following 
conditions and properties: 
(i) For any x, E r,,, and X~ E I-,,, we have x,.Y~ = (- 1)“” ‘12’ .Y~.Y,, 
where IX = 0 or 1 according to .Y E ATl or not. 
(ii) The presentation of .Y, x2 E r,,,r,, is not unique; however, it is 
unique up to the center ( + 1). 
More generally, one has the embedding 
I-,,, r-t,2 . cli 4 c, , +ni 
It is determined by the generalization of (ii) and (i) as follows: 
(i)’ For any X, E r ,,,, x, E r ,,,, we have xix, = (~ I )I” “il x,x,. 
(ii)’ There are exactly 2” ’ presentations of the element X, .Y? xk. 
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Now we can construct the analogue of multiplication in R,. Let (I and 
I/ be two spin f,,,-module and spin r,,-module, respectively. We shall 
follow Schur’s result, but working with different machinery, which enables 
us to prove the associativity of the construction. We proceed with the 
construction in three cases. 
Case I. U and c’ are both double spin modules with H,, H, as the 
intertwining operators. 
Set U 6 V = U 0 V as a vector space. We define the r,,,r,I-action on 
U& Vby 
or briefly, 
where the Z2-grading 1 1 on r,, is induced by A,, From now on Ble will use 
a to denote elements in A:, and c to denote elements in T,,\Al, 
It is easy to see this defines a r,,,r,,-module structure on U 6 V, since 
the above actions are well-defined. Let ,f‘and 15 denote the characters afforded 
by U and V. respectively, then the character 5 of U 6 V is given by 
t(ala2) = flu,) da21 
5(x) = 0 if x is not of the form aIal, (6.21) 
and the complement n is given by 
q(a, a?) = h”)(a,) h’*‘(a2) 
q(“,cZ)=O. 
(6.22) 
We may change the order of U and V, then we have another I,,r,,-action 
on U G V given by 
A quick calculation of the character of this module structure tells us that 
it is exactly the same as (6.20) so the two r,,f,,-module are actually 
equivalent. We have the freedom to use both module structures, which is 
crucial in our proof of the associativity of the multiplication. 
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The ml r,,-module U 6 I/ is a double spin module in this case. In fact. 
there is an operator H, x H,: U 6 V -+ U 6 V as 
H, x H,(u@v)= H,u@H2r. 
This operator H, x H, indeed is the intertwining operator for U & V, 
since for any two elements x, E r,,, and x2 E f,,, 
i.e., 
(H, x H,)~,.Y?=(-~)“~‘+“~‘.~,x~(H, x Hz). 
By checking characters it follows that if U and V are irreducible double 
spin modules for r, and r,,, respectively, then U G V is also irreducible 
double spin r,,, r,,-module. 
Case 2. U is a double spin module for f,,,, V is an associate spin 
module for I-,,. 
Let H, be the intertwining operator associated with U. Then we define 
U G V = U 0 V as a vector space over @ and r,,,r,,-actions are defined by 
Let f and g be the characters of U and V, respectively, then the character 
5 of U 6 V is determined by 
<(a, 4) =f(a,) du*) 
((01 c2) = d”‘(U, 1 g(c2) 
<(x)=0 if .Y is of the other form, 
(6.25) 
where 6”’ is the complement of the character J 
The r, r,,-module U @ V just constructed is an associate spin module, 
since 
ir(-l)=~(l.(-l))=.f‘(l)g(-1)= -.f(l)g(l)= -5(l). 
If U is an associate spin module and V is a double spin module, then we 
define U6 V= V6 U. 
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Cusr 3. Both U and V are associate spin modules for I,,, and I;,. 
respectively. 
This case is a little different from the previous two cases. It has a special 
feature. 
Set C 6 V= @‘@ UO V as vector space over @ where @’ denotes the 
standard Z-dimensional complex vector space. Let rr,, 0 < i < 3, be the Pauli 
matrices satisfying (6.5) and c, (~,g? = Y’ ‘=a,,. We define the r,,,r,,-action 
on U 6 V as follows: for r~@“, U@CG U@ V we define 
.~,.Yz(c’~IIoI’)=~l\“(r~‘~‘f~~.~,II~.Y~I‘. (6.26) 
It is easy to verify that the above action is well-defined, so it provides 
U 6 V a r,,,r,,-module structure. 
Let ,f’ and y denote the characters of 5 and V, respectively, then the 
character [ of U 6 V is given by 
((u, 112) = ?f‘(N,) g(u2). 
e(x) = 0, if .Y is not of he form u, ~1~. 
(6.27) 
The f,,,r,,-module U 6 V is a double spin module. In fact, we can define 
an operator H: UG V-+ UG V by H(r@u@u)=c~,e@u@c. 
This H is actually the intertwining operator for U 6 V (a double spin 
module), since we have 
= D3(J2 “I“.(‘~‘,~,,.~,,, 
=(-I) ““+“~‘.~,--Y?H(~OUO~). 
Taking the trace of the product matrices Hg, g E f,,,I’,,. we obtain that 
the complement of the character 5 afforded by the r,,,f,,-module is 
determined by 
q(c, f.2) = 2 ~~Z.f’(C, ) g((.z). (6.28) 
So far we accomplished the definition of the I.,,,I;,-module U & V when 
U and V are spin modules. Now we give the multiplication of two spin 
representation, which was introduced by Schur [S]. 
(6.29) DEFINITION. For any f,,-spin module U and r,,-spin module V, 
the multiplication module U V is defined as 
0’ V= Indi::;;; U @ V. 
U :I V is a spin r,,, + ,I -module. Actually we have the following 
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(6.30) PROPOSITION. Suppose V is a spin r,,,r,,-module, then Ind:;;:I:; V 
is N double spin module or an msociute spin module uccording to kilhether V 
is or not. 
Proof: We need only consider when V is a double spin module. Let H 
be the intertwining operator.Then 
.v 0 H : @ I r,,, +,, 10 <, [, ,,, . ,, V + @ I I-,,, t z 10 a I r,,, i ,,, v
such that .Y @ L’ H ( - 1 )I“ I @ HL will be intertwining operator for U V 
(6.31) DEFINITION. We define 
1 
c( u, V) = 
if both U and V are associate spin modules, 
0 otherwise. 
It can be checked directly that this E is a 2-cocycle in the sense that 
E( u v. W) + E( u, V) = c(U, v W) + 1:( v. W). (6.32) 
where W is a spin module for r,. 
This suggests that multiplication is associative. Actually by considering 
eight cases, we can prove that is associative. The proof is long but 
straightforward. The only point is to check the characters. We leave it to 
the reader. The associativity simplifies Schur’s original construction and 
matches with our vertex operator approach. 
For ,f~Ry and go R;, we decompose f’ and g into the irreducible 
characters of r,,, and r,,, respectively, i.e., 
f’= 1 f”‘, g= 1 g”‘, 
ii I, I t k 
then ,f“” and g”’ are irreducible spin modules of f’,, and r,,, respectively. 
We define 
,f‘.g= 1 ,f”“.g”‘~R’z’r+“, (6.33) 
it I, 
, F II? 
where ,f”’ g”‘= the character of the product of the spin module afforded 
by ,f“” and g(“. 
This gives R2 a graded ring structure. One should notice that R, has no 
identity character, since the identity character is not a spin character. 
However, the basic spin character plays the similar role in the ring RI, in 
the sense that every irreducible spin character is a superposition of 
products of basic spin characters. We will see this in the sequel. 
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Let .f‘= E .f;, and g = C K,, E R, = @ ,, >I Rz. We define an inner product 
on R, by 
(6.34) 
where the sum is obviously finite. 
We are now in the position to give an important mapping, which is the 
analogue of I in our previous study of characters of S,,. 
(6.35) DEFINITION. For any element .Y in the second kind conjugacy 
class associated with the partition r = [z, , ‘xi, . . . . cxZfi ,I, we let 
q(x) = 2 ‘(7’ *p, /pi3 . hlyk’+ , :=2’(X) *A, E v, 
where /(a) = 3, + x3 + + xlk , Otherwise, we put v(.Y) = 0. 
The characteristic mapping 
- 
7: Rz 0, Q(J2) + I’ 
is defined by 
(6.36) 
where f is a spin character of f,,, ,f(~) is the character value at the 
conjugacy class associated with [a], so the sum is over all second kind 
conjugacy classes associated with the partitions of n into odd integers. 
Remcrrk. (1) The conjugacy classes of second kind are not only 
parametrized by partitions [a], also by partitions (odd) of n into distinct 
integers, on which v vanishes (we defined). 
(2) The number 2”‘)’ = 2” 2’(Z1 +‘I+ ) is not a simple one. A little 
study will lead us to realize that it is the character value of the basic spin 
character ;‘,, of r,, up to a constant. More specifically, one has that the 
basic spin character y,, of r,, 
y,,(r) = 2’“‘“’ ’ 1.) 2, (6.37) 
where E,, = 0 or 1 according to n is odd or even. 
The characteristic mapping can be formulated also as the inner product 
on A7, , i.e., 
7(f‘)=~(.f;r?),=2”,” “Z<.f;X,,,,h),, 
which will be convenient in some cases, 
(6.38) 
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We have the following main result of this section: 
(6.39) THEOREM. The mapping R2@, Q(a) -+ p is an isometric 
projective map in the sense that for f c RT, g E Rz, 
i(.f. a) = 2 “‘.“‘i(,f) i(g) on V. 
Proof: Isometry. For .f’~ R’;’ and ge R;“, one has 
where the sum is over all partitions of m into odd integers. 
On the other hand, one has 
(jj; jg) = c ?,f(z)h,, c 2((p,z 
rzl zx r/ii 
l,i g(fl)ha 
> 
= c 
2u(zl+u/~,~.2 
rx1. rm -x=/1 
.f‘(g) R(B) <h,, h,r) 
= z, +,f(m) gO= <.fi gh (using (4.14)). 
2 
In order to show i is a projective map, we need the following lemma in 
the representation theory. 
(6.40) LEMMA. For a pair qf spin characters .f’ and g ,for r,, and I-,,, 
respectively, and a class function .x of’ f,,, + ,,, one has 
<f 6 g, -~)znr;J,,= Kf 6 g, “)a;,a,. 
Proof: It can be shown by direct checking, that 
1 (f 63 g)(a) da ‘). (6.41) 
iItI-mr,,nA”,.. 
The group r,,r, n x has the coset decomposition with respect to the 
subgroup AtA: (invariant subgroup) 
- mm - - 
r,,, c, n Am + II = AmAn “( ‘I A,,,.( ‘2A,,, 
where c’, E T,,\Az, and c2 E T,,\AT. 
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The character ,f 6 K vanishes on f’, AZ, . (.?A:,, and note that 
So (6.41) can be written as 
Proof’ of’ Projcctivr Morphnz. As above let ,f‘~ R:’ and RE Rz, then 
it f’ g 1 = (.f’ K> 7) r;,, , 
= $<c.t‘63 9)‘“““. )I)>,, 
=Nc.r‘G R) I,,, i;,,Pz13~~~. V).cz> 
where we use Mackey’s decomposition and the fact that f,,, +,> = 
I‘,,, r , A I,, + ,I -Then by the Frobenius reciprocity law, 
= + (.f’ 63 g, )I > ,i;,,.‘iT, (using (6.40 ) ) 
= 2”‘.“y(,f) i(g) 
Injecficity und Swjectil~it~~. Rz and L’ are both Z-graded modules, 
i.e., RI= @,z40 R;. V= @,,zo I/,,, V,,= (VE Vldegr=tr), since a= 
Sym, (12 , , 11 ?, . ..). We know that dim V,, = the number of partitions of n 
into odd integers. 
On the other hand, by (6.4) it follows that dim Rq= the number of 
partitions of II into odd integers + the number of odd partitions of n into 
distinct integers, which implies that i is surjective but not injective. 
However, it is not so bad. since we actually can think i is an injective 
morphism if we identify the pair of associate spin representations as one 
spin representation, since they have the same image under i This is a crucial 
point. 
In the last part of the proof we have used the following: 
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tions qf r,, .such thut (7c,)g - (z?),;,, then II, 2 rc2 up to the idenrficarion 
drfined uhove. 
Proqf: We may assume V, = V2 = V, and 7t,, 7~~ are two representations 
of f,, on V. They must be in the same parity of double spin and associate 
spin modules, since (n, )x, rr ( 7c2)<;, . For double spin modules there is 
nothing to prove. So we can assume both n, and z2 are associate spin 
modules, and suppose n, E 71,. We denote by 71 the irreducible AT, -module 
(n,)iy, - (Rl)al; 
Consider n’;’ = Ind;: 71, the induced r,,-representation. Then 
dim z’;~= 2 dim n= 2 dim 71,. i= 1, 2. 
II~;’ decomposes as 
71r;’ = Zl Onirr, 
since ( nrtl, x,) = 1 and 7c, 2r 7r2. The definition of 7~‘” implies that 7~‘;’ 
vanishes on the coset T,,‘I,,A~, because of ATz 9 r,,, this forces z, and 71: to 
be associated spin representations of S,,. 
We also have the following useful fact: 
(6.43) LEMMA. Let ,f and g he irrt~th~t~ihit~ spin thuracrers of r,,. 
Then 
(.fi K) =o- (.I; R)gz =o 
Proof: (,f; g)x, =O, and (,f; g) #O, then ,f’ and g must be the same, 
which is a contradiction. 
On the other hand, let (,f; g) = 0. Restricting to the subgroup AT!. we 
have_J, is irreducible or a sum of two distinct irreducible representations 
of A,, according to ,f‘ being an associate spin character or a double spin 
character. We discuss it in three cases. 
Suppose ,f’ is a double spin character and g an associate spin character 
of I‘,,. So ,f‘,r, = f‘, 012, ,f; are irreducible, g,;, is irreducible. Then 
<.fi g);,=(,f,+.f,, g);,=O. 
Let ,f’ and g both be double spin characters of f,,. Then 
.fL,;, = .f’, + .f2 5 K.<, = ‘!?I + R2 
It is clear that if (J; g),;, # 0, that at least one of ,f; is isomorphic of one 
of g,, say j’, 2 gz. But then it follows that j’{; =,f = g = g;“, since 
( I; (,I‘, )‘n) = (.j’, +.fz, f’, ) = I. So (.f; g) = 1, a contradiction! 
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Let j’ and g be both associate spin characters of f,,. Note that 
(,f:;, )‘)I = ,f; because (,f; (,f~;J’“) = (,j ,f’) 4, = 1. It follows that if 
(.fi g > .;, f 0, then .f;, - g,,;,. Then the previous observation implies that 
f’- g. 
On Rz we have a different inner product ( , )[I = I/2( , ) 2,. We can 
relate this product to the irreducibility of the spin characters. 
(6.44) LEMMA. Let ,f he N virtual churacter of’ f,, in R, und .f’( 1) > 0. ,f’ 
ik un irreducible spin churucter of S,, lf und onl), lf either (,J ,f‘);, = 1 or 
(,f; ,f’) .y-, = 2 and .f’ is not a sum or d$fkrence of t\vo ussociute spin characters. 
Proof: It is clear that (.f;,f’) ,;, = 1 or 2 if ,f’ is an irreducible spin 
character of I‘,,. 
Conversely, let ,f‘= C n, j; + C m, g,, where [,f,} and ( g, 1 are the sets of 
irreducible double spin and associate spin character of I’,,, respectively. 
Then 
(,f;,f’)~,=C2nz+Cm’= I or 2 
which implies that ,f’ is an irreducible spin character of f,, or ,f’= g, & K,‘, 
which is excluded from our assumption. 
Let us look at the image of basic spin representation, which is supposed 
to be the analogue of the identity character in RZ. 
We have the following: 
(6.45) PROPOSITION. Let ;‘,l he the basic spin character of‘s,,. Then 
i(i’,,) = 2 I1 +I,,) zq,, = 2 (1 fh) 2 y ,,, 1, 
w,here E,, = 0 or 1 uccording to &ether n is odd or et’en. 
ProoF By (6.15) it follows that 
If n is an even integer, y,, and its associate spin character y:, have the 
same image under i: 
Moreover, we can consider the image of the product Y,,,^J,,? .. .Y,,~ for a 
partition 11 = (v, , . . . . vk) of n into distinct parts. We obtain 
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(6.46) COROLLARY. Let l;,,, he the basic spin character of S,,. Then 
7(;,,.,2’,z”~‘u,,,)=2~ (‘(“)+lc)~q~,q,,~...q,,i, 
where p = 0 or 1 according to whether n - l(~) is an even or odd integer. 
Proc$ Proposition (6.45) can be re-expressed as F(y,,)=2 ” tr~z’Zq,,, 
where E, = 0 or 1 according to whether ;‘,, is a double spin character or an 
associate spin character. We use induction on 1(r), the length of the 
partition v of n. The initial step is (6.45). 
Assume (6.46) is true for smaller length of a partition with distinct parts. 
By (6.39) it follows that 
*> . ..I) 
i \‘, i ,,i~, is a double spin or associate spin according to whether II - v/, - 
k + 1 is an even or odd integer by inductive assumption. Then by discussing 
three cases it is easy to see that 
Let us remark that this corollary shows the appearance of the factor 
2’,(‘,“) in (6.39) and is used to cancel 2-“‘* in a subtle way (cf. (6.45)). 
Based on (6.46), (6.39) and (5.9) we can describe the irreducible spin 
characters of S,, as follows: 
(6.47) THEOREM. For each partition V= (v,, v2, . . . . 11~) ofn \ilith ,d$firent 
parts, the inverse image of 22(‘(“‘+ 1”v2 Y ,,, Y ~, . Y ,,~. 1 is an irreducible 
spin character ;‘? ,,,, z . . .. ,I sf S,,, where p = n - k (mod 2) as in (6.46). Ever? 
irreducible spin character of S,, is of this,form. [f n - l(v) is even, then y ,,,,-,-,,, i 
is an associate spin character. Otherwise < ,,,,,,,,,, i is a double spin character. 
Its value at the conjugacy class ‘G, associated with the partition 2 
of n into odd integer parts is given h?s the matrix cwfficien t 
2(1(z)-‘(“)+~‘)!2( ym ~, . y \,i’ 1, A,), 
Prooj: The partitions of n have a natural order > : p > v if and only if 
p13v,, pl+p2>v1+v2, pI+p2+p33v,+v2+v,, etc. 
The definition of Y ,,, Y ~~ Y ,i. 1 and Section 5 imply that 
Y V,...Ym,,,.l=(Y V,.l)-..(Y ,,,.l)+ 1 C,,(Y ,,,.l)...(Y ,‘,.I) 
I > A’ 
(6.48) 
and c/, are even integers, p is a partition of n. 
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Let li’,, “i be the preimage of 2 “ll”+i” ’ Y ,,, Y “i. 1 under 7, By 
(6.48) and (6.46) it follows that 
where (,I, is an integer.80 ;‘,, ,i is a virtual character of I;, in R?. To see 
it is an irreducible character of f,,, we compute (;‘, ;I,.) 4, by using (6.39). 
=21 /I,,) ,‘.2/l’l=21 I’, (6.49) 
where ,U = 0 or I according to whether n-/(v) is even or odd; here I(Y) = /i. 
By (6.44) it follows that we need only to consider the case when II= 0. 
Corollary (6.46) implies that in this case y,, ~,I contains at least an 
irreducible double spin character, so ky,, “i will be an irreducible double 
spin character by (6.44). We will show that y,,, pi is a character at the end 
of this section (cf. (6.51)). 
By (4.30) one knows that for partitions 1’ with distinct parts, 
iy ,,y ,;..y ‘i. I ) is a set of orthogonal vectors in p. Theorem (6.39 I 
and Lemma (6.43) imply that 11~ and 7: are equivalent if and only if the 
partitions v and 1” are the same, then [;I/ is a set of irreducible spin 
characters, with cardinality being the number of partitions of II into 
different parts. But the number of irreducible spin characters is the number 
of partitions of PI into odd integer parts, where pairs of associate spin 
characters are counted once. Therefore (;‘, ) is the complete set of 
irreducible spin characters of S,, (or f,,). 
Once we know I’,, is an irreducible character of /‘,,, (6.49) will imply that 
7, is a double spin or associate spin according to ,u = n - I(v) = 0 or 1 
(mod 2). 
As for the character values we use (6.35) to get 
i.e., 
;‘,(‘&)=2”” ‘(1’+Ji’2( Y ,, .” Y v,.l./z7; 
TO complete the argument as well as the present paper, we use he twisted 
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vertex operator to compute the degree of the irreducible spin character y!. 
Suppose k is an even integer, 
y,.(l)=2 “I- k+Jl),2( Y-~,,, ‘.’ Y ,L.l, 12” ,) 
= 2”” “L2’ (Pf( Y ~, Y ,,. 1), h” , ) 
odd 
yv( 1 ) = 2”” /i)2’ (Pf(2.i+..h’;“.i;i;~+2~, (-1)‘ 
1 
x (11, + .s)! (v-x)! 11 > “7”-’ 
=2”” Al.21 pf 
l ( 
--&+z i (-1)’ 
1 
1 I ,=I (v,+s)! (v,-Ls)! 2”h” ” h’i-’ 1 j 
Note that for V, and V,E RJ, we have 
1 V-V, 1 
1’ ! 1’ ! 1’ + I’ 
(6.50) 
I i I 
=&+2 i (-1)’ 
i 1 ‘I’ ,=I (v,+s)! (V-J)! 
Therefore, by (4.26) we have 
= 2rc” -k) 21 H! l’, - 11, 
n- \‘, !v2 ! l’k ! , < , I’, + v,’ 
(6.51) 
Using (4.27) and (4.28) it is easy to see that (6.51) is also true for an odd 
integer k. 
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At the very beginning of this section (cf. the remark of (6.4)) we point 
out that double spin characters of S,, only take values at the second type 
even conjugacy classes, while associate spin characters assume values not 
only on the second even type but also on odd conjugacy classes. So it 
leaves us the question of the values of associate spin characters at type II 
odd conjugacy classes, which correspond to odd partitions of n into distinct 
parts (cf. Fact 1). 
This can be easily solved from our result (6.47). 
(6.52) COROLLARY. For a partition \I = (I’, . . . . v~) ofn into distinct parts 
and n - I( 1,) = n - k even, the associate spin characters y, and 1;:, vanish on all 
the> type> II cot&yx~y classes %;, corresponding to the odd partitions p cf n 
into distinct parts except thut 
Pro96 From (6.15) it is easy to see that for each partition 
P = (P,, .‘., ,u,) of n into distinct parts we have 
i 
0, .I *, i 0, , V? ...y,,(%)= (p,)‘” xi I,+, ,,.vk),2, ; f ;’ (6.53) 
Since ;I,, is a sum of the characters Y,~, ... y,!,, and the occurrence of 
i’,,l’v2’..;(,.1 is one, we know that 
On the other hand, we have 
=; (y,,, ;‘, (6.55) 
11 -1’ 
where the first sum runs over all the partitions of n into odd integer parts, 
and the second sum runs over all the odd partitions of n into distinct parts. 
Note that z,, = r, v2 . ‘vk by (2.9). Then by (6.54), (6.55), (6.47) and 
(6.49) it follows that 
v, “‘V/, 
l+~,~.,)>;+J--.-= 1 
v, “‘Vk 2 
which forces y,,(%i,) = 0 if p # v. Therefore we complete the proof of (6.52). 
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